Performance Monitoring using PowerVP – What is it and why would I
want to use it?
In recent months IBM has announced a visual performance monitor that leverages the performance
data gathering ability of the HMC into a graphical real time tool. The Power Virtualization Performance
(PowerVP) for Power Systems is a licensed program product that provides a performance view into the
PowerVM virtualized environment. It allows technical support professionals and IT architects a visual
way to understand resource distribution among the virtual workloads on the Power platform.
PowerVP will graphically display the utilization of individual cores and their mapping to locial partitions
on a Power System in real time. System Administrators can use it to diagnose resource contention
issues and record and playback the usage of other resources such as disk and network as well.
The product collects performance data directly from the Hypervisor, which offers the most accurate
performance information about the running logical partitions. The information is then displayed on a
real-time, continusous graphical dashboard and data collection is available for historical review.
Here are the major features fo the PowerVP product :
Real-time monitor – collect, update and display partition performance data.
Power Platform Support – PowerVP supports all Power virtualized workloads like AIX, VIOS, IBM I, and
Linux.
DVR-like replay – playback of historical data.
Logical Partition view – allows you to drill down and view additional details including Disk transfer rate,
Ethernet Adapter transfer rate, and a detailed view of CPU/memory register usage.
The PowerVP architecture comprises components that interact with the PowerVM Hypervisor,
Operating System, and a Java GUI interface that runs on Windows, AIX, Linux, MacOSX, and Solaris or
any platform that can run Java applications.
The installation is straightforward and requires a System Level agent to be installed on one of the
partitions and Client Level agents on the other partitions. The actual Java program to do the monitoring
can be installed on your Windows based system as well as the others mentioned above.
This product is part of the PowerVM Enterprise edition package so if you are already utilizing the
PowerVM Enterprise edition you have access to install this product.
The product is best used to complement the existing tools already being used to gather performance
data on individual partitions.
Here are some screen shots from one of a Mapsys customer on both the Power8 platform and the
Power7+ platform.
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